LOCAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (CCPOA)
AND
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND REHABILITATION (CDCR),
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL FACILITY (CMF), REVISION OF OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE
# 082 (SPECIAL PLACEMENT OF CONDEMNED INMATES).

CDCR LOG # 17-152-0

This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the parties at the conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations on October 28, 2020, regarding the revision of Operational Procedure (OP)# 082, Special Placement of Condemned Inmates. This Agreement becomes an Addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 6 Memorandum of Understanding, Article 27, Section 27.01, which expires on July 2, 2022.

1. The State (CMF) agrees to notify the CMF Chapter, as soon as possible, when a condemned inmate is being transferred to CMF for psychiatric treatment or medical treatment.

2. The State (CMF) agrees that “Grade B” condemned inmates housed at CMF will have a 2 to 1 Officer escort outside of their Housing Unit utilizing existing resources.
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